
Report on Session 3, HADF 2013: “Inter-individual variability and its connection to model-based hearing 
aids”  

Chair: J. Kießling (D-Gießen), Thomas Lunner (S-Linköping) 

The session attended by about 25-30 participants was opened by Thomas Lunner (S-Linköping) with a 
contribution to motivate and introduce into the topic. Then, Hartmut Meister (D-Cologne) gave a review on the 
relevance of sensory, cognitive and fine motor abilities for hearing aid fitting and hearing aid use, i.e. he 
reviewed major factors beyond auditory properties. Mary Rudner (S-Linköping) provided broad evidence for 
the influence of working memory capacity on hearing aid performance and came to the conclusion that the 
ability to memorize heard speech may be useful for evaluating hearing aid signal processing and individualizing 
fitting of hearing aids. One of the major conclusions of this block of fundamental papers was that speech 
intelligibility and hearing aid benefit are correlated with the amount of working memory capacity and other 
non-auditory abilities. This introductory part of the session was followed by a couple of single study reports on 
non-auditory factors (e.g. cognition, hearing loss, personality traits, unaided speech intelligibility, age, gender) 
in hearing aid and cochlear implant fitting. Tobias Neher (D-Oldenburg) reported on a study on the combined 
effects of hearing loss and cognitive function on speech intelligibility with noise reduction (NR) hearing aids. In 
quiet all subjects (more/less hearing loss, more/less cognitive abilities) preferred fully activated NR schemes. 
With decreasing speech level test subjects with a higher level of cognitive skills went for a lesser degree of NR, 
and subjects with higher hearing losses preferred more NR. Jürgen Kießling (D-Gießen) raised the question of 
whether hearing aid preferences are affected by the users´ technology competencies and other personality 
traits. It turned out that there were no clinical relevant preference differences in terms of overall gain or high 
frequency gain between subjects who were less technology competent and less open compared to those with 
opposite personality traits. Finally, Sabine Haumann (D-Hannover) presented an approach to predict speech 
recognition scores with cochlear implants (CI) based on demographic (age, gender, general health status, socio-
economic status, subjective hearing) and preoperative data (Freiburg/FB and Oldenburg/OLSA speech tests, 
Text Reception Threshold) assessed with a Master Hearing Aid system. Based on this data set a statistical 
model was developed predicting the OLSA speech recognition threshold within an error range of ± 3 dB SNR 
with an accuracy of 75 %. It was discussed whether this approach may be extended to the hearing aid domain. 
A couple of invited discussants extended the scope of this session in various respects and enriched the 
discussion by first-hand clinical experiences.  

 
It can be summarized that this session has been a highly interactive and enjoyable afternoon. Actually, the 
talks have encouraged a lot of participants to contribute to the discussion bringing-in own experiences, insights 
and thoughts for future consideration. In this session a wide range of auditory (threshold, supra-threshold) and 
non-auditory factors (sensory, cognitive and fine motor abilities, age, gender, personality traits, general health 
and socio-economic status,  influence of clinician etc.) being relevant for the performance with hearing aid 
systems have been identified. However, a model to reliably predict hearing aid performance and benefit is far 
from being ready for clinical use. Even further away is the implementation of such a model into a model-based 
hearing aid that might be able to provide optimal settings for each individual hearing aid user for each and 
every listening situation. Major take-home messages are: 

 there is definitely no one-fits-all solution – not today nor tomorrow.  A participant´s original 
statement was: “Just averaging over subjects is a sin!” 

 a couple of promising non-auditory predictors along with the well-known auditory measures 
(“profiling”) have been identified in the last couple of years and need further investigation 

 a first model approach for CI applications is out there but not ready for clinical use yet 

 a ready-to-use model reliably predicting hearing aid performance and benefit is not available today, 
but may be coming in reach in the near future 

 once such a model will be available a model-based hearing aid operating with a complete set of user 
relevant data to provide optimal performance will be possible 


